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A Relatross Treaty sector Governor was the last thing the Turon bureaucrats wanted, and why one was needed. They
thought "The Great Boar" would reject their choice of advocate in his family and repudiate the treaty. The bureaucrats
weren't smart enough to have come up with the methods they'd used to hide the oppression on their world. Where
had they come from? The Treaty of Relatross was the most carefully-worded treaty ever written. "The team Destiny
created" was defined in what it didn't say.u003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003eWhy were the bureaucrats running for
Yarrow sector. The emperor of the empire that didn't rule was sworn to protect the sector. He sent his cousin, the
Relatross governor to learn what was happening there. The answer was horror and a desperate race to save the
people of nine worlds.
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